
Project: Kowalski* Analysis
Find issues in your workflow on monday.com and describe it in natural language

*Kowalski - is one of the most popular surname in Poland and source for mems



About our project

The objective of our project is to assist users in effectively utilizing project 
management systems. We aim to identify errors in processes and provide 
suggestions for resolution. To achieve this, we gather data on tasks and working 
hours from each employee. By analyzing this data and leveraging Chat GPT, we draw 
conclusions to inform our recommendations.

1. Getting data from Monday
2. Formatting data to import to PostgreSQL
3. Importing data to PostgreSQL
4. Data selection to form a query to AI
5. Display human-readable results

These are 5 steps of our process:



Project scheme



Database scheme



Technologies we used

1. Monday.com API
2. Python, FastAPI
3. Database, PostgreSQL
4. AI, chatGPT, openAI API
5. Docker



Cases of use

In Monday app, you can use several time trackers at the same time for one task. Our 
application allows you to identify problems in the process of work, such as:

1. The employee worked simultaneously on several tasks.
2. The employee turned on several time trackers at the same time in one task.
3. Time tracking for Task was started by one user but ended by another.
4. Some users don’t switch off time tracker, then they have many not real work 

hours.



Cases of use to improve

Our system allows you to add possible problems for processing in any time. To do 
this, it is necessary to prepare an appropriate data set and describe what exactly is 
the problem in it. Then just add code to server to work with openAI.

Example: build a table of total working hours for each day and identify deviations

● What days do people work more/less
● Do people turn off the work timer
● Give advice on how to improve your workflow



If you get data on task descriptions and comments, you can analyze the following 
problems:

● Based on the comments, identify the reasons for reopening tasks
● Identify the longest tasks and analyze the causes by comments

If you take more data parameters for analysis, such as task statuses, then you can 
relate the problems of statuses and working hours. In this case, it will be possible to 
detect problems:

● The employee was working on a task that was in an inappropriate status (for 
example, he should have been “In progress”, but worked in “Closed”)

● How often tasks are reopened in the project and how long employees work on 
the task after reopening.

Cases of use to improve



Conclusion
We believe that our application can be useful for project managers to analyze the 
processes in the organization and improve them. 

Knowing how to use working hours in accordance with the rules of the organization 
will allow you to better plan work on projects and increase the effectiveness of the 
team.

By utilizing an appropriate dataset and accurately describing the issues at hand, it is 
possible to leverage the system's capabilities to gain valuable insights. 

The system enables the detection of situations where employees fail to turn off the 
work timer, allowing for improved time tracking and efficiency.

Incorporating additional data parameters such as task statuses or task comments, 
users can establish correlations between status-related problems and working 
hours. This approach helps in detecting cases where employees work on tasks in 
inappropriate statuses or where tasks are frequently reopened, define the reasons 
of reopening based on task comments, highlight on potential workflow inefficiencies. 



By analyzing task descriptions and comments, users can uncover the reasons for 
task reopening and identify the longest tasks, thereby gaining deeper insights into 
the underlying causes through comment analysis.

Our system empowers organizations to enhance their workflow, optimize 
productivity, and make informed decisions for improving their processes.
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Useful links
Project GitHub: https://github.com/ctf-org/monday-hackathon

Test monday account: 
https://natashamezhennaya.monday.com/boards/1214715636

Mail to contact: natasha.mezhennaya@gmail.com

Feel free to ask us to add you as member to our monday account - to test our app

https://github.com/ctf-org/monday-hackathon
https://natashamezhennaya.monday.com/boards/1214715636



